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Geography Teacher Association of South Australia Conference Report 

 

As an early career teacher, I am continuously identifying areas for further development 

in my teaching practice. Currently, I have completed my first full-time semester with a focus on 

History, which will soon shift to Geography. In my studies, both within school and beyond, I have 

discovered a passion for historical knowledge and understanding, however have yet to cultivate 

a similar rhetoric in the Geography sphere. To address this area for improvement and further 

develop my interests in Geography, I decided to attend the Geography Teacher Association of 

South Australia (GTASA) Conference.  

 

The two-day conference was divided into two focuses areas within Geography practical 

and theoretical knowledge. The first day involved a Key Note Presentation and Coastal 

Excursion and the second day was an immersive workshop on Spatial Technologies in 

Geography. Both days were filled with countless highlights and I am very eager to implement 

the knowledge I have gained with students and colleagues.  

 

One of the main highlights was the Coastal Excursion. Overall, the excursion lasted 

approximately three hours, and we travelled to various coastal locations including West Beach, 

Henley, Tennyson and Semaphore. Each area employed a variation of coastal preservation and 

coastal management strategies, which was particularly prominent at West Beach. The West 

Beach council uses sand carting, revegetation, off-shore break water and groynes to minimise 

impact of long-shore drift. It was fascinating to examine the variation of South Australian 

beaches. The stark comparison between West Beach and Tennyson was impressive, as 

Tennyson boasts a large sand-dune landscape whereas West Beach employs several 

strategies to preserve a thin stretch of beach. As outlined by Michael Perry from Coastal 

Concepts, the sand dunes are especially important not only from an environmental or 

conversational perspective, but from an economic perspective as per the residents living on the 

other side of the dune. Should deterioration continue or an immense storm hit the coast, these 

properties would be significantly at risk of damage and perhaps irrevocably impacted. The 

excursion, whilst admittedly very cold due to the weather, was engaging, immersive and 

enjoyable as we drove along the coast exploring different beaches. I believe this would also be  
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an enjoyable for students and would be an invaluable learning experience to engage 

students in real-world, local issues. 

 

Another highlight was the fast-paced introduction to different spatial technologies, 

particularly the various functions of Google, including Google Maps and Google Earth. I enjoyed 

engaging in these new technologies and relished in ample opportunity to explore these sites 

and identify their potential in a learning environment. As an educator who is passionate about 

integrating technologies into learning experiences, I thoroughly enjoyed this aspect of the 

conference and I have already attempted to use these technologies in the classroom as 

introductory activities to enable students to see different areas around the globe linked to the 

historical topic we are currently investigating. This included World War I, the Indus Valley 

Civilisation and the Mexica Empire. Students engaged well with the task, which included finding 

these locations on Google Maps and using the street-view satellite imagery function. 

Unfortunately, the network was not able to support so many students, and it took quite long to 

load the sites. I will find an opportunity to consult our technical support team and determine if 

this can be negated in future lessons, as I believe this will be a useful learning tool.  

 

To share my knowledge with learners, I aim to organise an excursion for various 

Geography classes, ideally for Year 7, Year 8 and Year 9 Geography. As outlined above, 

throughout the first day I was guided through an engaging Coastal Excursion. Perry explicitly 

linked this excursion to Year 8 Geography, and Coastal Concepts offers both an activity suitable 

for both an incursion and excursion, where students can engage with coastal preservation 

strategies as a hands-on experience. This directly links to the Year 8 Australian Curriculum, as 

students “study landscapes and their landforms” (ACARA, 2019), such as the Australian 

coastline. Through professional discussions with other educators, I also intend to organise an 

excursion for Year 9 Geography by taking students to the Adelaide Zoo to investigate the 

rainforest biome. This links to the Year 9 Australian curriculum as students ‘examine the biomes 

of the world, their alteration and their significance’ (ACARA, 2019).  

  

https://earth.google.com/web/@40.244938,26.281876,7a,4020d,35y,0h,45t,0r/data=CjESLxIgYTJiOWU3YzdiYjRkMTFlODgzNDYxNzYyZTMyZDQ3MWQiC3ZveV9wb2ludF82
https://earth.google.com/web/@27.324296,68.135695,52.29200122a,12000d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=Ci0SKxIgMzM0MWQ1YTMwNzcxMTFlN2E4NTNhYjg0NThhYTgzNjQiB2RnX2xjXzg
https://earth.google.com/web/@27.324296,68.135695,52.29200122a,12000d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=Ci0SKxIgMzM0MWQ1YTMwNzcxMTFlN2E4NTNhYjg0NThhYTgzNjQiB2RnX2xjXzg
https://www.google.com/maps/@36.8352833,-107.9999647,2a,89.8y,81.64h,84.82t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1skY2ckkMYnCdjV-ffF7HOpA!2e0!7i13312!8i6656
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As well as sharing aspects of my learning from the GTASA Conference with students, I 

intend to share my newfound knowledge and understanding with colleagues and staff. To make 

a meaningful contribution to my colleagues, I aim to share my learning from the GTASA 

Conference through general professional conversations and through more formal channels, 

including adding a Word Document resource to our staff sharing drive, uploading an iMovie file 

detailing key spatial technologies accompanied by instructions regarding usage and relevance 

to curriculum, and during Professional Learning Community(PLC)  meetings. The PLC I am 

currently involved in focuses on developing an interdisciplinary project for Year 7 students, 

merging English, Maths, Science and Geography into a project-based learning experience. 

Throughout the GTASA Conference, we discussed the entwinement of Geography and Science, 

as both are focused on the collection and analysis of data. In particular, Environmental Sciences 

and Geography have a close correlation. By implementing different spatial technologies, such 

as Google Maps; EpiCollect5, Google Earth and Microsoft Excel, I can help my PLC draw 

meaningful connections between data collection as seen in Geography or Science and merge 

this with data interpretation as seen in Mathematical studies.   

 

Ultimately, the GTASA Conference has sparked my interests in Geography and has 

helped me frame learning experiences for students by incorporating various spatial technologies 

and meaningful class excursions. The Conference has enhanced my general knowledge and 

understanding of Geography and has built my confidence as an Early Career Teacher 

embarking on my first full-year, full-time position as a HASS and Drama Teacher. For more 

information regarding my experiences at the Geography Teacher Association of South Australia 

Conference, please see my Professional ePortfolio:  

 
 

https://www.google.com.au/maps/d/u/0/
https://five.epicollect.net/
https://earthengine.google.com/timelapse/

